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About This Game

Hide the Body is an intense, fast paced and unforgiving game of murder, mystery and love. Ok, maybe not so much the love.

With 20 levels, you must race against time to erase any evidence of a crime before the cops bust in and pin it on you. You must
use various tools in order to succeed. Do you have what it takes to Hide the Body?

Hide The Body is a game about timing. Perfect timing. You need to hide all elements of the crime in an unknown amount of
time. The only indication of how much time you have is based on the rising music. The more intense it becomes, the less time

you have.

Use tools such as your hammer and hacksaw to hide bodies. The cloth is great for wiping away those pesky prints. While the
bleach is always a good choice for those hard to remove blood stains.

The launch release features 20 levels with more planned to come soon!
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Title: Hide The Body
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Dan Kenny
Publisher:
Dan Kenny
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: 2.4 Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB Dedicated Memory

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English
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Great premise, art style, and music.
Some frustrating design features: having to click twice to change items, and items being deselected when clicking on the screen.
It is a good game to pick up and put back down as you will quickly get aggravated with the UI.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/hO-F3bYgACI. Fun concept. Incredibly challenging, when clicking on different tools they often do not work
immediately and take several attempts and you have milliseconds to spare. It is just too buggy and challenging. If there were
more time I'd try it but it isn't fun and I would not recommend.. This game is unfortunately amazing and addicting.

At first I was skeptical because my brain didn't have the depth to understand how this could entertain me but DAMN IT
WORKS. My cat doesn't even understand why I've been anxiously darting my eyes across the screen. At one point I did not feel
safe in my room. I digress.

Give the game a go...and then another go...and another...and.... Nice game. Art style, and way to solve case is so good :)
Recommend.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0_QHGxvVlXg
. Really great game! A bit stressful, a bit intense and a whole lot of frustrating. Great art syle and music.
The only downside in my opinion is that it's a bit short, I did beat the game in about an hour or so.
But more levels are promised and for 5,99\u20ac it's totally worth it
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